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The purpose of this study was to add supportive evidence to the construct validity of the Coopersmith SelfEsteem Inventory (SEI).

The study was conducted using the

Sabers-Whitney (1976) model which investigates

(a) con-

vergent validity, (b) discriminant validity, (c) sensitivi ty to change, (d) internal consistency, and (e) any other
factors which may contribute evidence to a measure's
construct validity.
The SEI, Children's Self-Concept Scale (CSCS), and
Children's Social Desirability Scale (CSDS) were administered to all fifth grade students enrolled in an elementary school within a public school district in the northeastern United States.

The self-concept assessments were

conducted within the students' regular clas.rooms by their
regular classroo. teachers.
Esteem (BASE) scale

The Behavior Acadeaic Self-

was completed for each student by

his/or classroo- teacher.

ix

Multiple regression analysis was used to investigate
the relationship among the SBI, eses, esos, and BASB.

A

stepwise procedure indicated that the CSes and the BASB
accOunted for a significant amount of the SBI score
variance. The relationship between the SBI and the eSOS
was nonsignificant.
MUltiple regression analYsis was also used to invest_
igate the sensitivity of the SBI to differences in
achievement, age, and gender.

Results indicated a posi-

tive relationship between achievement and self-concept.
Main effects for age in months and gender were nonsignificant.
Internal consistency coefficients were established
for the SBI's total score and five subscales, viz., general self, home-parents, sChOOl-academic, social selfpeers, and the lie scale.

The coefficients revealed that

the SBI measUres essentially one trait, which consists of
five factors.
Intra_ and inter-rater reliability coefficients were
computed for the BASB Using a percent agreement and average reliability coefficient respectively.

The results re-

vealed that the BASB, used by individual raters, provides
a consistent observational measure Over a specified period
of time. The measure is also consistent across raters.

Chapter I
Introduction and Review of the Literature
Educational Goala
Historically, educational goals in America have fluctuated between a primary emphasis on academic achieva.ent
and a primary emphasis on social and affective outcomes.
The emphasis on academic achievement early in the twentieth century was followed by a shift in the 1930s to comprehensive schools which emphasized social and affective
growth among students (Aiken, 1942/ Callahan, 1962).

In

1957, the launching of Sputnik initiated a rapid and dramatic re-emphasis on academic achievements (Bruner, 1960).
The current trend, with its emphasis on -humanistic- aspects of education, again, seems to be focuaing on the affective aspects of education (Landry, Schilaon, and
Pardew, 1974).
The number of studies on self-concept is one reflection of the concern with noncognitive outcomes in American
education (Coller, 1971/ Cowan, Altmann, and Pyah, 1978/
Franklin, Duley, Rousaeau and Sabera, 1981/ Purkey, 1970/
Yamamoto, 1972/ Zirkel, 1971).

The emphaais on affective

education haa resulted in many efforts to increaae childrens' self-concept.

The emphaaia on building aelf-

concept ia particularly apparent with respect to Bead
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Start Prograa. (Hoepfner, Stern, and Nu..edal, 1971).
According to Zirkel (1971, p. 211)
It ha. beCODe increa.ingly clear in the light of
the .chool'. attempt to .erve the di.advantaged
that the .chool. have a funda.antal re.pon.ibili ty to enhance the .elf-concept. of their .tudent. (Clark, 1963; Mar.ton, 1968; Tannenbaum,
1967) •

The objective of enhancing the .elf-concept. of .tudent.
ha. been de.cribed .nd pre.cribed for virtually .11 prograa. for the di.advantaged (P.ntini .nd Wein.tein, 1968;
Gordon .nd Wilker.on, 1966; Sailey, 1967).

Thus, iaprove-

ment of • • tudent's .elf-concept .eem. to be v.lued ••• n
educ.tion.l outcome in .nd of it.elf.
Relation.hip Between Self-Concept .nd Achieve. . nt
Even if .elf-concept per .e were not v.lued by educ.tors, there i. empiric.l evidence th.t .elf-concept .nd
.c.demic .chievement .re po.itively correl.ted (Brookover,
LePere, Hamachek, Thom•• , .nd Erick.on, 1965; Ch.ng, 1976;
Cole, 1974).

Self-concept, then, h.s been v.lued by .o.a

educ.tors .s .n outcome v.ri.ble .nd by others .s • aoder.tor v.ri.ble th.t helps explain .chieva.ent.
Studies of Self-Concept
Studies of self-concept typic.lly exaaine

(.) cor-

rel.tions between mea.ure. of .elf-concept and .aasure. of
other con.truct. which add evidence to the convergent
qualities of the .... ure. (Bled.oe .nd Garrison, 1962;
Brookover et .1., 1965; Cooper . . ith, 1967; Sear., Adenubi,
Block, Cri.t, Gaabel .nd Hubner, 1972), (b) difference. in
mean .elf-concept .core. for purpo.e. of enhancing
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prediction of .elf-concept (Hi.hiki; 1969; Soare. and
Soares, 1969; Zirkel, 19711 and/or (cl changea in aelfconcept attributable to aome treatment in order to provide
evidence of the meaaure.' .ensitivity to change (Herbert,
Gelfand, and Hartman, 1969; Long, Ziller, and Henderaon,
1968; Ludwig and Maehr, 1967; Zirkel, 1971, 19721.

Taken

individually, the .tudie. often provide inaight. into the
factors that motivate student. into alternative courae. of
action which may enhance .elf-concept, both in and out of
.chool (Purkey, 1970; Sear., et.al., 1972; YamaMOto, 19721.
Con.idered a. a body of reaearch, however, aelf-concept .tudies may be criticized in the .... way today aa
they were almoat 20 yeara ago (Crowne and Stephena, 1961;
Wylie, 19611.

That is, the interpretation. of self-con-

cept outcomea by those who developed the . . aaurea of selfconcept may not be valid.
Fir.t, definition. of .elf-concept are imprecise
vary from one .tudy to the next.
extremely difficult to specify

~d

The impreci.ion make. it
(al the population of

aelf-concept itema froa which a repre.entative saaple
would be drawn for an in.trument de.igned to mea.ure aelfconcept, or (bl the population of subject a for which a
meaaureaent technique and interpretation would be appropriate.

A review of definition. of aelf-concept reveal.

15 different underlying conceptual dimenaion. (Brownfain,
1952; Bruner, 1958; Coab. and Soper, 1957; Cooper aai th,
1967; Haaachek, 1965; Jaae., 1963; Jeraild, 1952;
McDonald, 1965; Mi.chel, 1968; Mote, 1967; Pier. and

Harris, 1964, Rogers and Dymond, 1954, Sears and Sher.an,
1964, Sherif and Cantril, 1947, Snygg and COabs, 1949).
The 15 di . .nsions underlying the various definitions
of self-concept, fall into five categories.

(a) e.phasis

on a stable or cbanging self-concept, (b) methods for
changing self-concept -- learning/reinforcement, creation
of dissonance, or arousal of needs and defenses, (c) determinents of self-concept -- situational, phenoaenal, or
internal, (d) types of evaluation -- nor.ative standard,
absolute personal standard, or nonevaluative, and (e)
dimensionability of self-structure -- unidimensional or
multidimensional.
A second difficulty in interpreting measures of selfconcept arises because data are not readily available on
the equivalence of various instruments designed to aeasure
self-concept.

In many cases, researchers develop an in-

strument for investigation of a particular research
question.

Hence, the number of instruments designed to

measure self-concept nearly equals the numu.r of selfconcept studies.

Given the imprecision and variability

among definitions of self-concept, there is little reason
to assume that tbe instruments designed to asses. selfconcept are equivalent .

The lack of empirically demon-

strated equivalence among self-concept in.truments makes
it impos.ible to generaliae findings of any kind acro.s
studies.

The literature suggests that generaliaation of

findings frca studies of self-concept across populations
is inappropriate (Dyer, 1964, Gordon, 1968, Zirkel,
1971).

Finally, data are not available to evaluate the validity of self-concept as d efi ne d by test developers.

For

example, as with any self-report measu re of a personality

~ariable,

interpretations of self-reported self-concept

may be challeng ed on the grounds that students may:

(al

select responses they know to be Socially desirabl e rather
than responses that are self-d e scriptive (Edwards, 19571,
or (bl be unable (Snygg and Combs, 19491, or unwilling
(Cronbach, 19701 to reporl their "private" self -concepts .
Regarding the issues of social d esi rability and r e liability of self-report, Crowne and Stephens (19611 hav e Conc luded that
Whil e studies of the effect of the social de s irability variable on many of the Commonly employed tests of self-acceptance have not been done,
the
r e sul ts
of
some ... i nvestiga tions ..• would
suggest that s e lf evaluation tests are particularly Susceptible to criticism on social desirability grounds.
A common denominator in research findings on self-acceptance may well be
the variable of social desirability (p. 1171.
In summary , then, it appears that self-concept research has addressed itself to substantive problems before
problems of definition , measurement, and interpr e tation
have been r e solved.

Until the validity of measures of

self-concept has been investiga ted, interpretations and
conclusions based upon studies of self-concept will continue to be ambiguous.
Necessity for Studies of Construct Validity
The concern of educators wi t h self-concept and the
paucity of studies examining the construct of
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self-concept necessitate construct validity studies of
self-concept measures .

The purpose of this study is to

e xamine the construct validity of the Coopersmith SelfEsteem Inventory (Coopersmith, 1967).

Coopersmith's Self-

Esteem Inventory (SEI) was selected because it has traditionally been used as a l"easure of general self-concept
(Dyer, 1964; Smith, 1973; Epstein and Komorita , 1971) and
appears to hav e been utilized in the largest percentage of
studies requir i ng self-concept measu r es (Franklin, 1978) .
However , Wyli e (1974) stated that convergent or construct
validity studies for the SEI are virtually non- existe nt.
As a result , generalizations and conclusions generated by
numerous studies based on the outcome of the SEI , have not
stood the test of empirical validatio n.

Thus, these con-

clusions may be erro neous given the lack of support for
the SEI's construct validity .

The objective of this

study , then , is to provide evidence supporting the SEI's
co nstruct validity.
In examining the construct of

self-conc~pt,

it is im-

portant to note that many researchers treat the terms
"s elf-concept " and "self-esteem" syno nymousl y.

According

to Trowbridge (1972), the SEI provides a measure of selfconcept suggest ing that self-concept and self-esteem are
the

sam~

construct.

Michael, Plass, and Le e (1972) , how-

ever , differentiate betwee n the constructs of s elf-esteem
and self - concept su ggesting that the SEI measures selfe steem rather than self-concept .

Calhoun, Warre n, and

Kurfiss (1976) define self-concept as the wayan

individual perceives himself and his behavior

and his op-

inion of how others view hi~ whereas self-esteem is defined as th~ individual's satisfaction with the selfconcept.

The self-concept, then, can be altered only

gradually , whereas self-esteem can and does change from
day to day (Calhoun and Morse, 1977).

When self-esteem

and self-concept are defined in terms of stability, it becomes apparent that the SEI was actually designed to meaSure self-concept rather than self-esteem (Calhoun, Warren
and Kurfiss, 1976).

For purposes of this study, self-

esteem and self-concept are defined in terms of their
relative stability .

Features And Facets Of The Self-Concept Construct
The construct of self-concept is defined in terms of

numerous dimensions.

However, there appear to be comrnon-

alities across definitions.
seven features or facets.

organized,

The commonalities include
Namely the self-concept is: ( ~,

(b) multifaceted,

(e) developmental,

(c) hierarchical,

(d) stable,

(f) evaluative, and (g) differentiable.

Organized and Structured
An indiviJual's diverse experiences influence selfper c eption.

To reduce the complexity of these e x per-

iences, a person recodes them into simpler forms, or

categories (Bruner, 1958).

The particular category sys-

terns adopted by an individual are, to Some extent , a
reflection of one's particular culture.

For example, a

child's e xperien ce may revolve around family, friends, and
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school.

Children's expe riences,

then, may account for

their categories of descriptive statements about themselves (Jersild, 1952; Sears, 1963).

The categories,

which relate to the events of one's life, represent a way
of organizing experiences and giving them meaning (Sears,
1963).

One feature of self-concept , then, is that it is

orga nized or structured.
Multifaceted
A second feature of self-concept is that it is hlUltifaceted.

The particular facets reflect the category sys-

tem adopted by a particular individual and/ or shared by
groups.

For examp le, in the white, middle-class popula-

tion of students studied by Jersild (1952) and Sears
(1963), the category system appears to include such areas
as the school, social acceptance, physical attractiveness,
and abi l i ty.
Hierarchical
A third feature of the self-concept construct is that
the multifaceted structure of self-concept may be

~ . Sk 

archical in terms of generality (Brookover e t.al., 1967 ;
Super, 1963).

That is, facets of self-concept may form a

hi e rarchy from individual experiences in particular situations at the base of the hierarchy to general self-concept
at the apex.

One possible representation of this hier-

archy is shown in Figure 1.

Thi s formulation is, in some

ways, similar to Vernon 's (1950) hierarchical model of
intellectual abilities.

At the apex of Vernon's hierarchy

is general self-concept, analogous to Spearman's "g"

Non-Academic Self-{bncept
Academic &
Non-Academic
Self-{bncept:

SUbareas of
Self-{bncept:

Particular
etotional
States

.

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

o0 0 0 0 0 o o o

Eva lua tion of
Behavior in
Specific
Si tuations:

Figure 1

Hierarchical Organization of Self-{bncept.

'"
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factor 1n intelligence.

General self-concept may be divi-

ded into two components:

academic self-concept and non-

academic self-concppt (ve r bal-educational and practical
abil ities in th e Vernon model) .

Academic self-concept may

be di v ided into subject-matt e r areas (specific group factors in the Vernon model) and then into specific a reas
within a content area (specific factors).

Nonacademic

self-concept may be divided into social, emotional, and
physical self-concepts and then into more specific facets
as depicted in Figure 1.

If Ve rnon's line of reasoning is

pursued to the base of the hierarchy, a conceptualization
of self-concept as situation-specific is generated.
In extremely limited situations (such as those represented by laboratory experiments) , alternative interpretations of a person's experience are reduced considerably.
Under experimental conditions , then, an observer 's p e rcep-

tion of a person's self-concept may correspond with the
pe rson's report of his self - concept .

Nevertheless, the

distinction between self-concept and inferred self-concept

is important .

The correspondence between observer percep-

tion and s e lf-perception decreases as one moves up the
self-concept hierarchy because the perceptions move from
very spec ific situations to more sophisticated a nd complex
parts of an individual's personality .
Stable
A fourth feature of self-concept is that general
s e lf-concept is stable.

However, as one descends the

s e lf-concept hierarchy, self-concept depends increasingly
on specific situations and thus becomes less stable be cause the construct is multifaceted .

At the base of the

h i erarc hy, self-concept varies greatly with given situations .

Furth ermore, changes at the lower levels of the

hierarchy are probably attenuated by conceptualizations at
high e r levels, making self-concept resistant to change
(Ludwig and Maeher, 1967) .

To change general self -

concept, many situation-specific instances inconsistent

with general self-concept would be required .

For example,

it has been shown that success and failure in an athletic
task changed subjects' self -concepts of specific physical
ability but did not change their general self-concepts
(L udwig and Maehr, 1967) .
Developmental
A fifth f e ature of self - concept is its developme ntal
aspect (Engle, 1959; Long, Henderson, and Ziller , 1967 ;
Long et .al, 1968; Sears, 1964).

Infants t e nd not to dif-

f e r e ntiate thems elves from their environment

s they ma -

tur e and learn from their incr e asing store of expe riences,
diff ere ntiation of self from en v ironment begins.

The

self-concepts of young children are global, undifferentiated, and situation spe cific.

As children be gi n to

bui ld concepts, as represented by the words "I " and "me,"

th e y also be gin to build concepts for categorizing events
and situations .

Young childre n have not started to coor-

dinate the separate subparts of experience to integrate
them within one conceptual self-framework.

With
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increasing age and experience (especially acquisiton of
verbal labels) self-concept becomes increasingly differentiated.

As the child coordinates and integrates the parts

of his self-concept, one can refer to a multifaceted,
structured self-concept .
Evaluative
A sixth feature of self-concept is its evaluative
character.

Not only do individuals develop descriptions

of themselves in particular situations or classes of situations,

they also f o rm evaluations of themselves in these

situations.

Evaluations can be made aqainst relative

standards such as "peers" or perceived evaluations of

"significant others."

The evaluative dimensions can vary

in importance for different individuals and also for different situations.

This differential we i ghting of the im-

portance of the various evaluative dimensions is dependent
upon the individual's past experience in a particular culture, in a particular society, and so on.

The distinction

between self-description and self-evaluati o n, however, has
not been clarified either conceptually or empirically in
the current literature .

For example, the terms, self-

concept and self-esteem, have been used interchangeably in
the literature as evidenced by the SEI , which is conceptualized as a measure of self-concept.
Differentiable
A seventh feature of self - concept is that it is differentiable from other constructs with which it is

theoletically related.

Very simply, the self - concept

construct must be unique in its capacity to evaluate a
portion of an indi v idual's make-up.
Evaluating Measures of
Self - Concept
Traditional Evaluations
Examination of the literature indicates that construct validation has typically proceeded with informal,
intuitive definitions (Oiggory, 1966) .

However, a com-

plete construct definition should be formal and p.xplicit
(Loevinger, 1957) .
An Ideal Evaluation
The ideal situation , according to Loevinger, would be
first to define the self-concept construct with a network
of associations or prepositions that relate the construct
to

(a) observable properties or quantities of the con-

struct (the within-construct portion or structural component of the

co~struct

definition) and (b) other observable

constructs (the between-construct portion or external Com-

ponent of the construct definition)

(Loevinger , 1957).

This network of interrelationships , called a nomological
n e twork (Cronbach and Meehl , 1955) , locates a construct in
re : ation to other constructs .

The within-construct portion o f Loevinger ' s definition specifies the characteristics of the construct and
links them to each other and to observable attributes of
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the person .

The between-construct portion of Loevinger's

de finition locat e s the construct in a "conceptual space"
that includes many oth e r constructs r e late d to or independ e nt 0f th e construct unde r study.

For example, many def-

initions of s e lf-conce pt include a multifaceted featur e

which includ e s many f actors , e .g ., behavior, anxiety , or
p opu l arity (Brookover, Erickson, and Joiner, 1967;
Coope rsmith, 1 96 7; Pi e rs and Harris, 1964; Purkey, 1970;
Se ar s and Sh e rman, 1964).

Th e wi t hin-construct portion of

a d e finition of a self-concept construct may identify acad e mic, social, and phys i cal self - concept fac e ts and their
int e rrelatio n s .

The betwe e n-construct portion may relat~

each facet to other constructs.

Thus, acad e mic self-

c o nce pt may be more closely r e lated to achievement than is
phy sical s e lf-concept.
Although many definitions of s e lf-concept overlap ,
s e lf-conce pt may be conside red a person ' s p e rception of
himself.

One's self-perceptions are formed through expe r-

i e nce with environmental factor s such as reinforcers and
significant others (Kelly. 1973).

Self-perceptions a r e

thought to in f luenc e behavior and , in turn, behavior i s
thought t o influence self-perceptions and self-concept
(Bandura and Walters, 1963).

The influe nce of p e rceptions

and behavior are important parts of the d ~ finition of a
self-concept construct but, as yet, the exact natu re and

direction of these influences are unclear.

Conse quently ,

they have been an important focus of current self-concept
studies.

Self-concept is typically inferred from a person's
responses to situations.

15

The inferential nature of the

evaluation of self-conc ept raises the question: what is an
admissible observation?

Explicit guidelines for admis-

sible observations have been developed by the self-concept
instrument authors.

In most educational examinations of

self-conce pt, a distinction is made between self-concept
and in f erred self-concept.

Self-concept is restricted to

a perso n's report of self (Combs, Soper and Courson, 1963;
Parke r, 1966).

Inferred s e lf-concept is another's attri-

bution of a person's self-concept base d primarily on one's
behavior.

Self-concept and inferred self-concept will be

tre ated distinctly in this study; however,

the focus will

be upon self-reported self-concept because the SEI is a
se lf-report instrument.

Validation Of Self-Ccncept:
Methodological Considerations
Validating the us e of an instrument for measur i ng a
construct involves an interplay of construct definition,
instrument development, and data collection.

The most im-

portant of t he three is the construct definition which
sets the boundaries f or instrument deve lopment.

The cons c ruct definition operates like a test plan for the development of an instrument.

It a lso specif i es content areas

(e.g., academ i c, social, and/or physical self-concept),
the type of question asked (e.g., items referring to
self), the observer {e.g., self observe ration versus

Obse.r-vation by
"'it/) Oth e .r-s Ot"

the d a ta gathered can d e pend upon the me asurement t e ch-
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nique , which, in turn, can r e flect upon the definition.
I f subsequent instrume nt rev isions continue to produce empirical ~ vidence incongrue nt with th e definition, then
certain aspects of the construct may not be mea surable
using e xistin 1 techniques.
grue nt with th e d e finition,

Thus, if the e vidence is Conth e nature of the warranted

interpretations should be specified, and the construct
definition should be Subjected to critical, logical
analysis.
Loqical Analysis.

Th e logical analysis of an instru-

me n t ex amin es the consistency be tween the construct definition and instructions to subjects, instrument format,
item content, and scoring pr Icedures.

It draws upon the

inve stigator's past experience a nd upon psychometric consi d e ration s .

It should be noted, however, that " •.. the

logical analysis of content cannot disprove a validity
claim .

The analysis puts forth a counterhypothesis whos ~

pertinence can be verified only empirically" (Cronbach,
1971) .
The function of logical analysis is to generate
counterhypotheses as to the construct interpretations of a
t e st score.

For example, according to Sears and Sherman

(1964) self -concept consists of ten traits.

Th e Sears

Self-Concept Inventory (Sears, 1963) c ontains item s
purporte d to measure each of the ten tra its.

A logical

anal y sis of the Sears inventory might lead to a counte rhypothesis that items linked to work habits, school,
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mental ability , and / or social relations with teachers do

not warrant separate interpretations but, rather, relate
to a singl e trai t , e .g _, academic self-concept.
Correlational Techniques.

Intercorrelations among

f a cets of a construct, e.g ., measures of academic , social,

and physical s e lf-concept, provide evidence indicating
wheth e r the fac e ts d e s e rv e to be interpreted separately.

Int e r co r re lati o ns be twe en measures of one construct and
other. diffe rent constru c ts,

( e .g ., the correlations be-

twee n a cad e mic and social self - concept and intelligence),

provide evidence on whether scor e s on a co nstru~t warrant
the int e rpretation that the construct is indeed separate
from other constructs.

In a similar manner, correlations

may be used to examine other features of the construct
d e finition such as its stability, developmental character,

and hi e rarchical organization.

A~other use of the correlational approach is to identify two populations e xpe cted to differ on the construct
in question and determine whether the two populations'

scores on the contruct measure differ, commonly referred
to as senSitivity to change (Piers and Harris, 1964;
Towbridge, 1972; Zirkel, 1972) .

For example, Piers and

Harris ( 1964) compared s e lf-concept scores of public
school children to those of adolescent, institutionalized,
retarded (XI.Q.=69 .6 ) females.

They found that

public school children earned significantly higher selfconcept scores.
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Three correlational techniques can be useful in deciding how to interpret test Score s:

(a) The first, factor

analYSis, arrange s a matrix of correlations into converg e nce or clusters among tests or among it e ms on a test.
If a t e st operate s as its des ign suggests, it e ms meas ur-

ing, e .g., "ac ademic self-concept" should cluster tog e ther , and th i s cluster should be distinct from a cluster

of

it ~rns

on, e .g., "physical self-concept."

Wh e n th e de-

sired clust e rs occur, one gains some confidence wh en interpr e ting facets of test scores.

If unanticipated

c lust e rs are fo und or if it ems designed to cluster together do not, th e n r e vision of th e instrument (and/ or
definition of th e construct) may be called for.

In some
cases, factor analysis has bee n used to lend validation
support to self-concept interpre taions of subtest scores
(Gordon, 1966; Piers and Harris, 1964; Sears, 1963); in
other cases it has not (Coopersmith, 1967).
(b) A second correlational me thod,

the multitr a it _

multimethod matrix (Campbe ll and Fiske, 1959), examines
patte rns of intercorrelations among different trait s
( e .g., acad e mic, social, and physi cal self-concept) measured by maximally d iffe r e nt me thods,

i.e . , self-report

ve r sus peer-report of a student (Bixler, 1965; Trick e tt,
1969) .
If, for example, factor a nalysis d emonstrate s that
for one instru me nt items group into certain self-concept
facets th a t are distinct from ot he rs,

this distinction

should be maintained when different methods are used to
measure the same traits.

A multitrait _ multimethod
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matrix is constructed from correlations between

scores

on different traits obtained by the same measur eme nt
method; scores on the same trait obtained by different
measurement methods; and scores on different traits ob-

tained by different measurement methods (Campbell and
Fiske, 1959).

The distinction between factor analysis and

the multitrait - multimethod matrix is made for the sake
of clarity .

For the relation of the multitrait - multi-

method matrix to factor analysis and the analysis of variance , see Boruch,

Larkin, wolins, and MacKinney, 1970;

Boruch and Wolins, 1970.
When using the multitrait - mu lt imet hod ma trix, reliability is defined as the agreement between two efforts
to measure the same trait through maximally similar
methods; validity is def ined as the agreement between two
attempts to measure the same trait through maximally different methods (Campbell and Fiske, 1959).

Traits of a

construct are isolated , or distinguished, when the f · 'lowing convergent and discriminent validity criteria are
satisfied.

For a critique of th ese criteria, see

Althauser and Heberlein, 1971.
1.) Convergent Criterion
a.) A validity coefficient should be significantly greater than ze ro and of practical
significance.

2.) Discriminant Criterion
a.) A validity coefficient should be highe r than
the correlations obtained between that variable and any other variable having neit her
trait nor method in common.
b.) A validity coefficient should be higher than
the correlations among scores on different
traits obtained by the same mea su remen t
method.
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c.) The same pattern of interrelations among
t r aits should be observed in correla tions
obtained with the same or different methods.
(Althaus e r and Heberlein, 1971).
Thus far , the discussion o f two correlational techniques has focused primarily on th e examination of the
within-construct portio n of the nomological network.
Howe ve r, these techniques may also be applied to the between_
c onstruct portion of the network.

For example , the multi-

trait - mul t ime thod matrix has been used to e xamine the
intre pr e tation of a test score as measuring "humor"
(Koppe l and Sechrect, 1965).

Rival hYpoth e s e s to the

"humor" test interpr e tation Were that the SCore measured
intelligence Or extroversion .

Three different measurement

methods (self-ratings, peer ratings, and objective responses) we re used to measure humor appreciation, humor

creation, intelligence , and

extrove rsion~

The results
were used to determine the degree to which hUmor, intelligence, and extrove rsion could be distinguished as
constructs.

ConSider the case in which one construct is meaSured
by methods a and
methods

~

and

E·

E,

and a second construct is measured by

For example, Some theorists argue that

self-concept can be measure d only by self-report methods
(Combs, Soper , and Courson, 1963; Parker, 1966; Sears and
Sh e rman, 1964; Wylie, 1961).
for example, might

~ncl ude

Other theorists say anxiety ,

measu r es such as self-report,

observation ratings, heart rate, etc.

To exami ne validity

claims in the anxi ety example, the multi t rait _ mUltimethod matrix may not be applicable, but factor analysis

is.

The reason for this is that measures of the same

trait should cluster and perhaps two or more "measu r e ment
method" clusters mig~t be found .
(c)

Finally, if the network specifi e s a causal rela-

tion s hip, other correlational techniques such as path
analys is might be used to exa min e causality (Blalock,
1964; Crano , Kenny, and Campbell , 1972; Yee and Gage,
1968) .
Path analYSis e xamines, ex po s t facto, theoreti-

cally proposed cause and effect relationships via correlational techniqu es .
For example, Bixl e r attempted to use a
path analYSis technique,

the crOSS-lagged panel analYSis,

to e xamine causal effects of teachers' and peers' influence On changes in students' self-concepts.

Th e data sug-

gest that students ' self-concepts are influ e nced by
n ei th e r
1963).

teachers nor peers (Wattenbu L' g and Clifford,

Experimental Technigu es.

Experiments may be used to

test the within-portion of the nomological network by
Identifying influences t o which tests scores are sensitive.

That is, e xperime ntal studies may be

~esigned

to

e xamin e Whether specific treatments are able to affect
c hange in only one aspecL of self-concept, e.g ., physical
se If -concep t.
Ludwig and Maehr (1967), for example ,
exami ned the effects of success and failure in athletic
tasks on physical and general self-concept.
Sub jects were
randomly assigned to pOSitive or negative feedback groups
or a control group,

r egardless of athletic ability,

In

the feedback groups, feedback was either consistent or
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inconSistent with the Subject's ability.

If LUdwig and

Maeher's instruments me asured self-concept, as Specified
in their nOmOlogical netWork , scores On measures of physi_
cal self- concept could be expected to
POSitive feedback ,

Ca) increase with

(b) decrease with negative fee dback

conSistent with ability,
inconsistent feedback ,

Cc) to in<::rease with POsitive but

Cd) decrease i niti ally with nega_

0

tive inc 1l Siste nt feedback, and Ce) remain unchanged in
the Control group.

A similar but less distinct pattern of

score s could be eXpected On the general self-concept meaSUre because on e 's self-concept seems to be a r eflection
of the feedback Or information received from the environ _
ment ,
ral,

i.e.,

friends , peers, significant others.

In gene-

the r esults of the Ludwig alld Maeher (1967) stU dy

were consistent with the eXpectations regarding both
physical and general self-concept .
Experimental studies in Whici, treatments have been
designed to change Subjects ' self -report test SCOres examine the cons truc t interpretations against COunter hypothe_
ses (Cronbach, 1971).
depend upon the

For example , do self-concept scores

Subje~t ' s

motivation, upon knowledge of

sOcially desirabl e responses, Or upon strategy for attack_
ing th,- tasks?

Parker,

(1966) examined the in f luence of

students' expectation s as to who would see their self-con_
cept test scores on self-concept measurements.

Data were

collected with a self-report and an inferred self-concept
test, first with the e Xpectation of anonymity and then
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with the e xpec tation tha t th e t e a c he r wo uld see the
SCo r es.

Th e e xpecta nc y variable in the Pa rk e r

(1966)

st udy did not influence mea n scores on the se l f -report Or
inferred self-concept measures; howe ve r , it did influence
co rrelat i o ns
measu re me nts.

betwe~ n

Sa bers -Whitne y
Whitney (19 7 6),

self-report and inf e rre d se lf-conce pt

M~.

As outlined by Sabers and

t he r e are four basi c categories of evi-

denc e that together provide a basis for evaluating the
construct validi ty of an instrume nt .

Each category r e pre -

se nts a particular question wh i c h should be raised in most
validation prOjects.
Th ese questions (and labe ls by which
they will be refe rre d) ar e : (1) Does th e instrume nt measure what it should? (Converge nt Validity); (2) Does the
instrument meas ure wha t it should not? (Discriminant
Validity);

()

What conditions produce changes in the

scores? (Sensitivity to Chang e ); and (4) Does th e instru_
me nt measure more than o ne thing? (Internal Consistency).
Essentially th e Sabers-Whitney mode l is an approach which
incorporat es and synthesizes various aspects of the
Cronbach, logical analysi s , c orre lational , and experimen_
tal mod els previously d es cribe d.

hensive nature,

Because of its compre-

th e Sabers-Whitney mod e l was employed in

this construct validity pro j ect.
Purpose of This Stud~
There are , then, a number of techniques, logical,
correlational, and experimental for examining the validity
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of interpretations of self-concept t es t scores.
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teChniqu e cOntributes its own kind of ev id e nce to Each
the in-

te rpre tation of self-concept t ests.

Most me aSur es of

self-concept , however, have not bee n Subjected to an e m-
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pirical stUdy of co nstr uct validity.
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67).
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rated into the inve ntory, they inclUd e general self ,
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In

re-

67,

the SEI Was administered to 982 fifth-grade
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of interpr etat ions of self-concept test scores.
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Each

technique contributes its own kind of evidence to the in-

terpretation of self -concep t test~ .

Most measures of

self - concept, however, have not bee n subjected to an empirical study of construct validity .

This study, there-

fore, will attempt t c add validity ev idence to the USe of
the SEI to estimate a child's self-concept.
Th e S8! is intended for use with childre n aged e ight
to 15 years and is based primarily on items developed by
Rogers and Dymo nd (1954).

The S8I consists of an eight -

it em li e scale, which is a measur d of a student's defensiveness or test-wis e ness, and 50 items (18 positive and
32 negatives) r e ported to measure an individual's percep-

tions of peers, parents, school, and self.

Each item is a

declarative statement to which the subject must respond by

checking either "like me" or "unlike me" most of the time.
Items checked that are indicd tive of positive selfattitude are awarded two points; items checked repre-

se nting negative self-attitudes receive zero points.
Total scor e s can range from zero to 100.

Th e higher one's

score on th e S81 , the higher is one's self-esteem
(Coopersmith, 1967).

There are five subscales incorpo-

rated into the inventory, they include

ge neral self,

social self-peers, home-parents, school-academic, and a

lie scale which is excluded in determining the total
self-concept score.
In 1967, the S8I was administered to 982 fifth-grade
children and the reported mean was 72 .2 with a S.D. of 12.8
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(Coopersmith, 1967).

Inter nal consistency (KR2l) was re-

ported at .87 for fifth graders (Kimball, 1972).

The

total score test-retest reliability coefficient was .88
over a five week interval with a sample of 30 fifth-grade
students, and a coefflcient of .70 was obtained ove r a
three-year period with a sample of 56 public schoul
students (Coope rsmith, 1967).

Chapter II
Methods
Subjects
All fifth grad e stud e nts from an e lementary school
located within a school district of approximately 2,200
students in Upstat e New York we r e available for participa_
ti o n with i n th e study.

Compl e t e data were obtained for

105 s tud e nts from th e six participating classes.

There

we r e 55 ma l e s and 50 f e males included in the sample.

The

s ix classroom t e achers wer e coope rative and an integral
part of th e re se arch project.

Pri o r to lhe administration

of the various testing instruments, i.e. SEI, CSCS, and
CSDS, all parents of th e fifth grade students were notified of their child's participation in the prOject.

Th =

notification indicated the nature of the prOject and its
anonymous characteristics (see Appendix A).
Instruments and Related Procedures
Convergent Validity.

The Piers-Harris CSCS (The Way

I Feel About Myself) was used as the measur e to fulfill
t he conve rgent requirements (Sabers and Whitney, 1976) to
SUpport the construct validity of th e SEI.

The CSCS was

d e veloped as a me asure of general self- co ncept (Piers and
Harris, 1964).

The authors cl a im the CSCS can be used

diagnostically in clinical, counseling, and classroom
set t ings, but its primary use has been in research on
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the

developm~nt and correlates of self-concept (Pi e rs,
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1969) .
Piers ' construct oefinition of self-concept included
the following: self-concept is mult if aceted and r ela tively
stable , wit h distinct developme nt al cha r acte r" st ics .
Piers also distinguish es bet wee n self-conce pt whi ch is reported by the individual and inferred self-concept which
is inf e rred by others for m the individual ' s behavior .

factors

inclu~e d

Th e

in the Piers' definition we re also Con-

sidered in the deve l opment of the SEI, which makes the two
instruments compatib l e.

The 80 items that make up the

CSCS were o riginally d e ve loped using Jers ild's (1952) collectio n of chi ldr e n' s statemen t s depicting what they lik e d
and disliked about themselves .

Forty-four of th e 80 items

are indicative of negative self attit udes; 36 it ems a r e
indicative of positive self attitudes.

Participants r e -

spond t o the CSCS by circling th e " yes " or "no" following
eac h statement.

"n o " r espo ns es Lo

"Yes"

r espo ns es to positive it ems and

n ~gat i ve

items are given a value of one;

all other responses hav e a value of zero.

To tal scores

can range f rom zero to 80; t here is a positive r ela tionship between one ' s score on the CSCS and se lf-conceot
(Pie rs, 1969) .
Th e structure of the 80 items on th e CSCS h as been
e xamined by fac t or analysis (Piers and Harris, 1964).

Te n

fac t ors acco unt e d for 42 per cent of th e total test score
variance .

S ix factors were judged large e nough to be in-

terpretable :

(a) behavior;

(b) intellectual and school

status;
anxiety;

(c) physical appearance and attributes;
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(d)

(e) popularity; and (f) happiness and satis-

faction.

The CSCS was standardized on 1,183 students in grades
four through 12.

Total scores reflected no con , istent

differences for grade or sex.

The overall mean was 51.8

and a standard deviation of 13.9.

Inte rnal consistency

(KR21) ranged ar.ross grades from .78 to .93.

Test-retest

reliability using half of the standardization sample
ranged across grades from .71 to . 77 over a four-month
period.
In d~cocdance with Loeving e r's suggestio n that observable prope rties or characteristic s of a p erson should
be specified and taken into account, this investigation
used the Coopersmith Behavioral Academic Self-Esteem scale
(BASE) as the instrument to record observable attributes
of an individual .

The SEI and BASE we re both deve loped by

Coopersmith to measure the construct of self-concept.

The

SEI is used as a self-re~~ r t measure; t he BASE is used by
an observer to provide a beh~ vioral indicator of self concept .
The BASE consists of 16 questions.

There are five

f ac tors whi c h make up the scale, they include:

s tud e nt

initiative, social attention, success/fa ilure, social attract i on, and self-confidence.

Items of the BASE are

rat ed by the teacher on a five-point scale from "always"
to "never" and assigned weights of one to fi v e.

Ratings

indicative of the most positive behaviors receive a score

of five;

ratings indicative of the least positive behav- 30

iors receive a Score of one.

The scores of the 16 items

assessing self - esteem are simply added to determine an individual's Score .
t he higher the

Scores can range from zero to 80 and

Scor ~ ,

the higher the self-concept

(Coopersmith and Gilberts, 1982).
The BASE was normed on a sample of 4,000 children.
The mean total score was 65.44 and the standard deviation
was 8 . 65 .
Estimates of internal consistency were based on

correlations of individual it ems , across subscales , with
the total score and r anged from a low of .37 to a high of
.76 (Coopersmith and Gilberts, 1982).

Inter-rater relia-

bility for the BASE has not be e n previously reported.
Inter-rater reliability in the prese n t study was established for the BASE by having all participating teachers
r ead and rate an experimenter designed case history (see
Appendix B).
computed .

An average correlation (McNemar , 1974) was

Intra - rater reliability of the BASE was established
for each teacher in the present study by having him/ her
rat e a given child twice .

The fi r st rating was completed

two weeks prior to the second rating.

A percentage agree-

me nt between the two ratings was then established for each
teacher.
Discriminant Validity.
validity of the SEI,
was administered .

To investigate di sc riminant

(Sabers and Whitney, 1976) the CSDS

The CSDS serves as an indicator of dis-

criminate validity for the SEI because the CSDS is
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designed to assess wh e ther or not subjects are answering
self-report que stions above a specified criterion set by
the CSDS.

If common variance between the SEI and CSDS is

not significant, the SEI and CSDS may be said to measure
different constructs.
The CSG3, designed by Crandall, Crandall, and
Katkovsky (1965), consists of 47 items measur i ng the tendency of c hildren in grades three, four, and five to respo nd in a socially desirabl e manner (Crandall, Crandall
and Katkovsky, 1965).

Social desirability is defi r ed as a

subject ' s need to obtain ap proval by responding in a cultu rally appropriate and acceptable mann e r as opposed to
expressing his/her true feelings (Crandall , Crandall, and
Katkovsky, 1965).

Twenty of th e items were adopted from a

similar adult scale, the Personal Reaction Inventory
(Ma rlo"'e and Crowne, 1959), and wer'O reworded for use with
children.

The items ask direct questions to which

participants must respond either "yes" or

"n~'1

Thirt pCIo n

of the it ems are keyed "yes " and 34 are keyed Ilno" to
dicate the socially desirability of each response.

J1 1-

Each

response corresponding to the key receives a weight of

o ne , s o the higher one's score, the greater their tendency
to respond in a socially desirable manner.

Scores can

range from zero to 47.
The split-half reliability of the CSDS for samples at
each gra de level ranged from .69 to .90.

The test-ret e st

reliability for 63 children over a o ne month int'Orval was
.90 (Cowan , Altman, and Pysh, 1978).

Sensitivity to Change.

Another factor investigated 32

with regard to construct validity of the SEI was sensitiv_

ity to

cha~ge.

Th e rationale for investigating sensitiv_

ity to change is that if it can be det e rmine d that groups
e xpect e d to SCO"e diffe r e ntly, on th e SEI, actually do, it
may then be Possible to bett e r u nderstand the conditions
th a t produce score changes (Sabers and Whitney, 1976).
Three factors we r e examined : age, sex, and curre nt level
o f achievement as me asur ed by the IOWA Tes t of Basic
Skill s

(ITBS).

Age, sex, and ITBS SCores we re then re-

gr essed on the SEI scores to det e rmin e the sensitivity of
the it e ms on the SEI to change .

These three factors were

chospn because of their inherent importance to the construct of self-concept.

The factors of age and sex ad-

dres s th e de ve lopme ntal nature of the self-concept construct and aChievement level addre sses the multiface ted
and hierarchical nature of the construct.
Lite ratur e supports the notion that young adolescents
are e motionally and socially affected by how quickly they
a r e maturing, both Physically and c09nitively (Jones,
1957; Mussen and Jones, 1957; Simmons, Rosenburg, and
Rose nburg, 1973; Wheatherly, 1964).

Subjects used i n this

study were heterogeneous in terms of physical and
cognitive maturation, ag e , a nd sex.

It wa s hypothesized

that the SEI would be s e nsitive to differences in levels
of maturation, age, and sex.

Th e refore, age, s ex , and

Cognitive maturation as measured by achievement level were
used as predictor variables in this stUdy.

Physical
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maturation

·~as

not studied because it could not be

adequately measured.
Since a heterogene ous group of subjects was tested,
achievement test scores we re also het e rogeneous .

The

SEIls se nsi tiv ity to difterence in achievement was
demonstrated.

Franklin (1978) reported that the SEl did

not correlate with either sex or age, but did correlate
significantly with achievement.
Investigative Procedures
The six homeroom teachers acted as test administrators for e a ch of th e ir respective fifth

grad~

classes.

Before administration of the SEl , eSDS, and eses , the experimen ter met with participating teachers to standardize
testing procedures (see Appendixes e, D, and E).
Participating teachers completed the BASE for each subject
in their respective fifth grade classes .
Before tea hers completed the BASE for their respective students they completed the BASE on a case history
presented to them.

Rating of the case study was used to

e stablish inter-rater reliability .

To establish intra -

rater reliability th e teachers rated a given child twice :
the first rating was two weeks prior to the second .
On We dnesday, February 10 , 1982 , half the students
from each of the fifth grade classes completed the SE l ;
the other half completed the eses , to counter-bala n ce for
order.

One week later the same procedure was used but us-

ing the opposite instrument, so that all six fifth grade
classes had completed both the SEl and the eses by

Wednesday, February 17, 1982.
instrument administ ered .

The CSDS was the last
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Th e CSDS was administered to all

Subjects on Wedn esday , February 24, 1982.
Students Who we r e absent during any of the test administration periods were excluded from the sample of subj e cts used il. this study.
Analyses
A t abl e indicating the means and standard deviations
for the total sample on all of the measures, i.e., SEI,
CS DS, BA SE, and IOWA, appears in Appendix F.

'rhe purpose

of this tabl e is to demonstrate that th e sample was
repres"ntative of the norming groups used for the above
instruments.
Conve rgent Validity .

Convergent validity of the SEI

was substantiated through co r relations between the SEI,
the BASE and the CSCS using a stepwise multiple regression
procedure .
Discriminant Validity.
discriminatory qualities,

To add evidence to the SEI's

the SEI was compared to the CSDS

using a stepwise multiple regression procedure.
Sensitivity to Change.

Sensitivity to change was in-

ves tigated for three factors: age, sex and aChievement.
Age, Se x and achievement scores were regressed on SEr
Scores to determine between group differences.

Age was

defined in months, sex was defined as male or female, and
aChievement was defined by the raw score obtained on the
ITBS.

Internal Consistency.

Spatz and Johnston (1973) ad-

ministered the SEI to over 600 students .

One hundred

inventories we r e selected from the fifth grade and
Kuder-Richardson reliability estimates (KR20's) were
calculated.
five .

A coefficient of .86 was obtained for grade

Kimball (1972) administered the SEI to

approximate ly 7,600 public school children in grades four
through ei ght.
grade five.

A coefficient of .87 was generated for

For the 105 fifth graders included in this

study, internal consistency was determined using
Cronbach's alpha statistic.
Intra- and Inter-Rater Reliability.

Intra-rater

reliability was established on the BASE for each rater
through pe rcentage agreement between the first rating and
a second rating, which took place two weeks later, on a
randomly selected student .

Inter-rater reliability was

esta bli shed through an averag~ correlation (McNema r, 1974)
among te ache r ratings of an experimenter developed case
history.
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CHAPTER III
Re~ults

Raw scores on all variables for all subjects appear
in Appendix F.

Means and standard deviations for all var-

iabl e s except genJer are also shown in Appendix F.
Convergent and Discriminant Validity
Multiple regression analysis was us ed to investigate
the r e altionship among the

S~l ,

CSCS , CSDS, and BASE.

A

stepwise proceJure indicated that the greatest amount of
variance in the SEI was accounted for by the CSCS.

The

first order correlation between the SEI and CSCS was +.63.
As shown in Table 1, the BASE also accounted for a significant amount of variance in the SEI.

The relationship be-

tween the SEI and the CSDS was nonsignificant.

Hence, the

SEI, CSCS, and BASE appear to be measuring the same construct; the CSDS appears to be measuring a construct other
than that measured by the SEI, CSCS , and BASE.
Sensitivity to Change
A general linear multiple r egression analysis (GLM)
was used to investigate the effects of achievement , age,
and gender on self-concept as measured by the SEI.
Results indicated a positive relationship between achievement, as measured by the total raw sco re on the Iowa Test
of Basic Skills, and self-concept (F=24.94; df=l; p .01).
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Table 1

Regression Analysis (Convergen ce and
Divergence)
So~

Total

DF

SS

MS

F

104

28248 . 229

3

13695.404

4565.135

31. 68

< . 01

1

6189.657

6189.657

42.96

<. 01

CSDS

1

0.135

0.135

0 . 00

BASE

1

2518.860

2518.860

17 . 48

101

14552.825

144.087

Regression
CSCS

Error

n.s.
< .01

Main effects for age in months and gender were nonsignificant.

There were no significant interactions (see

Table 2) .
Internal Consistency
Internal conSiste ncy, on the SEI , was computed for
home-parents, school a~ademic, social self-peers , and the
lie scale .

Total test internal consistency was .86, gen-

eral self was . 71, home-parents was .61 , school-academic
was . 61, social self-peers was . 61, and the lie scale was
.63 .

Intra- and Inter-Rater Reliability of the BASE
Intra - rater reliability for the BASE was established
when all six teachers included in the study re-evaluated a
student who was randomly chosen in their individual fifth
grade classes .

The teacher rated this student two weeks

after the initial evaluation was completed.

A percent

agreement between the first and seco nd rating was then
computed.

The range of the percent agreement among the

six teachers included in the study was from .85 to . 97,
with a mean of .91 .
Inter-rater reliability for the BASE was established
by computing an a ve rage reliability coefficient (McNemar,
1974) based on the six participating teachers' ratings of
an experimenter designed case history .

The average reli-

ability coefficient for the six teachers was . 8 6.
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Table 2
Regression
Sour~

.Q!

'I 'otal

104

Reg r ess ion

7

Achievement
1

Age

1

Gender

1

Achieveme nt by
Age
Achievement by
Gender
Age by Ge nde r

1
1
1

AChievement by
Age
by Gender
Error

1
97

Analysis

(SensitiVity to
Change)
~

~

F

28248.229
7035.411
5453.623
284 . 667
430.020
175.688
88 . 541
0.430
602.423
21212.818

1005 . 059
5453 . 623
284.667
430 . 020
175.688
88.541
0 . 430
602.423
218.689

4.60
24.94

1. 30
1. 97
0.80
0.40
0.00
2.75

<.01
<. 01
n. s .

n.s .
n.s .
n. s.
n. s.

n.s .

w

'"

CHAP1'ECl IV

Discussion
Five issues we r e addressed regarding t he construct
validity of th e SEI:
inant validity,

(a ) convergent validit y ,

( C) sensitivity to change,

(b) discrim_

(d) internal

consistency , and ( e) intra-l inter-rater r e liab i lity of the
BASE.
Con ve rge nt Validity
A stepwise regr es sion a nalysis was used t o r e veal the
r elat i onsh ip among th e SEI, CSCS, and BASE.
Fi r st order
and partial correlations between the SEI and both predictor variables (CSCS and BASE) we r e sig ni ficant (see Table

1).

These results s ugge st that th e SEI, CSCS , and BASE

measure th e same construct.

The r e lations h ip be tween th e

SEI and CSCS in the pre s e nt study is consistent with the
findings of Cowan, Altmann, and Pysh (1978) and Franklin
(1981).
Other obser va tions we r e also consistent with the
Franklin (1981) study, particularly regardin g students '
res pons es to t es t format.
For example , it s eeme d that the
"like me - u l.like me" answer options and some of the voc abulary (e . g .,

"consider,"

"opinion," and "discouraged,")

incorporate d into th e SEI design presented the students
with undue difficulty .

The "yes-no" answer options of the
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CSCS s eeme d to be much more clearly understood by the
students.

Although the CSCS has a greater number of ques-

tio ns thdn the SE1, th e students seeme d to prefer the CSCS
becaus e th e questions contained the re in are shorter than
the SEl

qu~stions.

A caution must be noted at this point wi th regard to
int e rpre tation of th e relationships among th e variables
under study.

Since independent samples were not incorpo-

rated into this study or othe r s tudies o f construct vali dity (Cowan, Altmann and Pysh, 1978; Franklin,

19~1l,

it

is difficult to g e ne ralize fi ndings across populations and
studies .

Th er e fore , wheneve r possible, validity studies

should incorporat e inve stigations of independ e nt samples
to incr e ase th e probability of accurate generalization and
prediction.
Discriminant Validity
The CSDS was used as the discriminant pr e dictor in
the stepwis e regre ssion analysis.

As shown in Tabl e

the SEl and CSDS share a nonsigni fica nt amount of var i ance
and appear to measure different constructs.

As a r es ult,

it may be concluded that the SEl does not incorporate
socia lly desirable qualitie s which would cast doubt upon
SEl test scores.

Cowan, Altmann, and Pysh ( 1978) found a

significa nt relationship between the SEl and CSDS.
sig ni ~ icant

A non-

relationship between the SEl and CSDS was r e -

vealed by the present study.

Therefore,

interpretation of

the relationship between th e SEl and CSDS must be made
with caution.
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In order to obtain "true " scores on the esos,
Crandall , Cra ndall, a nd Katkovsky (1965) suggest that the
CSDS administrator reaSEllre the childr e n that their re-

spo nses will not be shown to, or discussed with, anyone at
th e ir schools .

Consequently, th e stud e nt may answer the

ques tions fr ee ly, unde r cir c umstances allowing for uninh i b i t e d responses .

If, by chance , the adm i nistrative pro-

cedures described by Crandall, Crandall, and Katkovsky
(19 65) are no t fo llowe d, the student ma y f ee l some press ure t o answ e r t he questions on the CSDS in a socially de-

si r ab l e manner .

That is, students may answer in a manne r

not trul y r e flective of the ir actual feelin g s in order to
sat isfy a 5igoi ficant othe r ,

(e . 9.,

c o unselo r, psychologist, etc .).

t eacher , principal ,

Failure to follow sug-

g e sted directions (Crandall, Crandall and KaLkovsky, 1965)
may be one reason that a significant relationship was
found betwe e n th e SEI and the CSDS in the Cowan, Altmann,
and Pysh (1978) study but not in the present study.
Se nsi v ity to Change
using a general linear model r eg r e ssion analysis proc e dure, three predictor va ria bl es (total raw scores on the
Iowa Test of Basic Skil l s, ag e in months, a nd g e nder) were
r egres s ed on the SEI criterion variable to det e rmine the
SEI's sensitivity to group differences .

The results of

the a nalysi s indicated a significant, po s itive re lationship betwee n s e lf-concept and achievement.

Nei the r age

nor gender nor any of the possible in t eractions were significant (see Tabl e 2).

Results of this se nsitivity to change analysis are
consistent with those of the Franklin (1978) study.

It

may be concluded, based or. the current study and the
Franklin (1978) st udy, that aChievement and self- concept
are signif i cantly correlated in a positive dire ction .

On

th e other hand, age and/o r gender did not effect SEI
scores in either the present Or the Franklin (1978)
studies .

It would seem, then,

that the SEI is not sensi-

tive t o differences in ag e , gender, Or age by gender interactions.

This nonsensitivity may be due, in part, to

the restricted age range of the sample " sed in th e present
study.

However, restricted age range may not account for

th e nonsignificance becaus e Franklin (1978) who studied
f o urth and seventh graders also failed to find significant
differences.
Other studies (Bledsoe, 1964, Rubin, 1974) have found
significant interactions between age and gend e r.

That is,

ea rly maturing females and late maturing males te nd to

have lowe r self-concepts than later maturing females and

~a rlier

maturing males .

However, these findings (Bledsoe,

1964; Rubin, 1974) may be confounaed d e pending on if ma-

~Jysical

turation is defined based On
characteristics or
by emotional indicat~rs.
Since girls tend to develop emotionally at an earlier age, they may answer self-concept
meaSures in a more reflective fashion, as opposed to less
matur e males who might answer self-concept measures in a
SOCially deSirable faShion.
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Studies of the Social effects of early physical maturation are ne gative for females and POsitive for males
(a .g., Jones and

BaYl~y,

1950).

At present the literature

is not conSistent with r e gard to interactions betwe en age
and gender;

thus , further stUdy seems needed.

It is important to note that two diff e rent multiple
regr e ssion analyses were performed in this study becaUse:
(a) th e two analyses addressed differe nt issues (The step_
wi se procedur.e was addressing the issues of convergencel
dive rgence and th e GLM was used to address th e i Ssues of
s e nsitivity to change ) and (b) The n size was a n important
consideration in light of the number of predictor
variables.
Doing one analYsis, conSisting of one c rite_
rion and six predictor variables for 105 SUbje cts, could
have risked the chance findi n g of significance (Kerlinger
and Pedhauzer, 1973).
USing the SEI

a~

Hence,

two analYses were Conducted ,

the criterion variable, with realization

of the risk for alpha Slippage (Box, 1954).

!Eternal ConSistenc~
The internal consistency coefficient of .86 for the
SEI total scores, in the present study, were consistent
with previous studi e s .

Spatz and Johnston (1973) admi nis_

tered the SEI t o over 600 students .

One hundred inven_

tories were selected from the fifth grade and KUder_
Richardson reliability estimates (KR20's) were calculated.
A coefficient of .86 was obtained for grade five.

Kimball

(1972) administered the SEI to approximately 7,600 public
school Children in grades fOur through eight.

A
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coefficient of .87 was generated fo r grade five in this
sample .

While Franklin (1978) did not include fifth

graders in his sample, he obtained an internal consistency
coefficient (KR-20) of .87.
In the present study, the SEI subscales (gen eral
self, home-parents, school-academic, social self-peers,
and the lie scale) also displayed relatively high internal
consistency coefficients, r a nging from .61 to .75.

Thes e

coefficients s ugg est that

t~e

aspects of self-concept.

The subscale internal consis-

SEI measures five different

tency coef ficients appear relatively low compare d to the
SEIfs total score internal consistency, pos c ibly becaus e

the subscales have fewer items than the total scale and
are designed to extract particular facets of self-concept.
Therefore, wh en the subscales are pooled together in the
form of a total test score, the internal consistency coef ficient might be expected t n be higher than for the
for the component parts.

The s~

f indings , the n, sugg est

that the SEI measur es essentially one trait, self-conce pt,
which consists of several facets (general self, homeparents, school-academic , social self-peers, a nd the lie
scale) .
Intra- lI nter-Rater Reliability for the BASE
In this study, intra-rater reliability for the BASE
was investigated because

(a) Coopersmith designed th e

BASE to supplement the SEl and (b) the relationship between the SEI and BASE has not yet been studied.

The per-

cent agreement (.91) between the first and second rating
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among the six fifth grade teac hers indicated that the BASE

is a consistent and reliable measure OVer a two-week
period of time.
Inter-rater reliability for the BASE (r=.86) was

e~

tablished by computi ng an average reliability coefficient
(McNemar, 1974).

desi~ned

1'his statistic revealed that the BASE is

such that several individuals can rate a student

and obtain a reliable estimate of his/her behavioral academic self-esteem.

Conclu sions
In conclusion, this st udy did provide

evidenc~ to

SUpport the SEl's construct validity in all five areas
identified.

Since validity is situation and purpose spe-

cific (Sabers and Whitney, 1976) further study of the
SEI's construct validity could be valuable.

Studies which

concentrate on differing and stratified samples would be
pa rticul arly us eful.
It must be noted that the result s of this study were
obtained on a par ti cular population of fifth graders in a
specific geographic region.

In order to increase confi -

dence in the SEI 's ability to measure the construct of
self -concept and the generalizability of findings across
populations, it is important that use of the SEl with

POpulations va rying in age, gender, socioeconomic status,
and cultural background be empirically investigated.
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PARENT NOTIFICATION
February, 1 , 82

Dear Parent(s):
In the next several weeks your child will be included
in a research prOject.
This project will entail some
short questionnaires of self-esteem and self-concept.
The
data collected will not identify any particular child, it
will be used strictly as an evaluation of the 5th grade as
a whole.
The purpose of this research is to increase effective service to your child now and in the future.
The
project will be sUpervised directly by Brian W. Johnson,
school psychologist int e rn.
Thank you for your cooperation and support in this regard.
Very sincerely,

Brian W. Johnso n
School PSYchologist, Intern

Raymond J. Barone
School Psychologi s t

APPENDIX 8
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Case Study
Student: Joe
Age : 11
I . Q.: Above Average
Joe has a few friends he "hangs around" with but he
does not appear to b e among the most popular students in
the class.

Joe has t ri e d to beome more popular, but has

been relatively unsuccessf ul, perhaps because he is s o meWlldl

a r gume nt a tive and tr ies to get his own way in most

social situations .
In the classroom, Joe is a curious student who asks
lots of ques tions, especially whe n he do e sn ' t unde rsand
something.
material

~e

Joe s e e ms ve ry proud and co nfident of the
knows and understands and eagerly contributes

to class dis c ussions, shares hi s knowledge with other students, e tc.

Howev e r , Joe doe s not brag about his accomplishments in school .
Despite Joe ' s c urio s ity and willingness to participa t e i n class activiti e s and discussions, he 5eeJ"5 ea sily
discouragea and f rustrated wh e n it comes to independent l y
compl et ing his s eat work aSSignments.

When frustrated by

his assignments, Joe tends to become quite depend e nt upon
th e teacher for help, encouragement , and approval.

Joe

often needs to be coaxed into doing his aSSignments, but
once he understands what's expected and how to do the
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assignment, he seems to enjoy his work and even initiates
related pro jects .
Changes in school or classroom routine s eem to really

"throw" Joe off.

Unt ~ l

he adjusts to new routines, Joe's

behavio r gets worse, i.e., he becomes argumentative and
disruptiv e .

However, whe n the teach~r points Joe's

"grouchiness " out to him, he quickly settles into the new
routine and returns to his mor e "easy going" behavior.
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Directions
Administration

A)

g'!:

*1

Coo ersmith Self-Esteem Inventor

The fifth grade ha s bee n chosen to be a part of an
important study about young people's feelings toward a variety of topics.
As a result you will be
taking a series of short questionnaires over the
next f e w weeks.
It is very important that you
answer thes e questions the way you really feel.
NO one will know how you answe red these questionnaire s . This study is about the 5th grade as a
whol~ not on anyone individual .

B) Pass out inventory and SAY: Here is the 1st questionnaire, don't start-until I tell you to.
C) After everyone has one SAY: At the top of the questionnaire write your birthdate in the space provided.
Be sure to write the month , day, and year clearly.
When you are finished, look up at me •. . ..
Now
circle male or female at the top and look up when
you are finished.
ASK: Has everyo ne written their birthdate and
circled male or female?
D) SAY : On this page you will find a list of statements
about feelings.
If a statement describes how you
usually feel, put an X in the column "Like Me."
If the statement does not describe how you usually
feel, put an X in the column "Unlike Me." There
are no right or wrong answe rs.
Answer every
question.
E) SAY: I can ' t answer any questions about the questionnaire while you are answering it . When you are
finished tur ~ your paper over and I will pick one
of you to collect the questionnaires and put them
in an envelope. You may begin now.
F) After they have finished pick a student to collect the
questionnaires and put them in the envelope
provided.
G) Get the questionnaires to me at your convenience.
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Directions
Administrati o n 12 Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept
Scale
A) SAY: Today you are going to tak e the last questionnaire
abo ut young people's feelings.
Remember it is
very important that you answer all the questions
the wa y you r ea lly fe~l.
No one will know how you
answered these questio ns.
B~

Pass out q uestio nnair e and SAY: Don't start until I
tell you t o .

C) After eve ryone has d <,:o[JY SAY: At the top of the questionnaire writ e your birthdate in t he space
provided.
Be sure to write the month, day, and
year clearly. When you are finished, look up at
me. ..
Now ci rcle male or femal e at the top and
look up when you are finished.
ASK: Has eve ryone written their birthdate and
circled mal e or female?
D) SAY: Read the directions at the top while I read them
aloud.
He re are a set of statements .
Some of
them are true of fOU and so you will circle the
yes.
Some are not true of you and so you will
cir cle the no. Answer eve ry question even if some
are hard to-aecide, but do not circle both yes and
no.
Remember, circle the yes if the statement is
generally like you , or circle the no if the statement is generally not lik e you.
There are no
right or wrong answers. Only you can tell us how
y ou feel about yourself, so we ho pe you will mark
th e way you r e ally feel inside.
E) SAY: I can't answer any questions about the que stionnaire while you ar cl answering it. When you are
finished turn your paper over and I will pick one
of you to coll e ct the questionnaires and put them
in an e nvelope . You may begin now.
F) Afte r they have finished pick a student to collect the
questionnaires and put th e m in the envelope
provided.
G) Get the questionnaires to me at your convenience.
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Direction 3
Administration

.3

Children 's Desirability Questionnaire

A) SAY: Today you are going to take the second questionnaire about young people's feelings.
Again, it is
important that you answer all the questions the
way you really feel .
No one will know how you
answered these questions.
B) Pass out questionnaire and SAY: Don't start until I
tell you to.
C) At ter everyone has one SAY: At the top of the questionnaire write your birthdate in the space p~ovided.
B~ sure to write the month, day, and year clearly.
When you are finished , look up at me . ... .
Now
circle male or f~male at the top and look up when
you are finished.
ASK: Has everyone written their birthdate and
CIrcled male or female?
D) SAY: On this page you will find a list of statements
about how you would feel and act in different
sit uations.
If a statement describes how you act
or feel, put a Y for Yes .
If the statement does
not describe how you act or feel, put a N for no.
There are no right or wrong answers.
Answer every
question, even if some are hard to decide.
E) SAY: I can't answer any que stions about the questionnaire while you are answering it.
When you are
finished turn your paper over and I will pick one
of you to collect the questionna i res and put them
in an envelope . You may begin now.
F) After they have finished pick a student to collect the
questionnaires and put them in the envelope
provided.
G) Get the questionnaires to me at your convenience.
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Descriptive Statistics for All Variables
Measure:
Subject

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
01a
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028

s~

68
38
58
66
90
66
82
96
82
66
42
46
68
86
82
66
64
38
80
50
44
56
76
56
62
36
86
60

CSCS

63
16
76
52
70
53
69
80
74
74
63
50
65
53
62
52
64
39
51
44
49
56
52
49
45
27
68
59

£§Q§
21
30
34
17

23
28
29
42
15
27
9
31
20
18
13
19
20
13
17

18
19
27
11
21
8
9
28
16

BASE

55
54
63
58
47
61
55
66
61
72

60
55
59
64
62
55
63
59
64
54
48
48
69
48
80
51
70
72

~

AGE

293
223
292
335
260
273
191
382
333
313
315
286
274
324
362
243
338
282
327
130
165
244
308
142
340
272
304
304

140
139
139
134
133
133
132
132
131
126
125
142
137
131
130
128
128
127
126
146
142
141
136
139
i34
132
127
123

GmJrn
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M

M
M
M
M
M

M
M

'"'"

""asure:
Slbject

029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059

.§g
44
56
78
64
76
60
64
50
66
62
68
42
94
72

64
86
76
78
84
36
64
86
50
64
80
40
54
84
4&
78
48

cscs

~

33
58
78
59
61
50
66
27
64
55
38
42
77
64
68
69
53
61

6
24
31
25
20
18
6
11
15
23
12
18
32

71

73
54
68
49
58
63
60
62
73
59
68
42

14

33
23
22
17
31
40
8
24
10
11
7
16
27
9
11
22
17

~

67
62
75
65
75
69
75
68
57
51
42
45
76
64
60
51
55
69
67
40
59
63
54
50
71

42
40
69
61
57
55

ITBS

304
242
313
294
373
323
350
318
140
145
252
246
357
261
305
277
312
363
269
249
276
273
276
269
335
159
157
301
217
246
301

~

135
133
133
132
131
130
128
126
126
150
139
138
135
131
126
125
131
131
129
125
124
124
143
142
135
135
135
134
131
126
123

GEWER

F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F

F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

F
F
F
F

F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

'"
0

~St.re :
~j~

060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
07.5
076

On
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
06"
087
088
089
090

§!g

42
44
56
84
84
60
62
86
36
58
52
26
52
40
46
80
50
80
66
52
76
52
62
54
62
50
50
80
56
34
60

~
72
67
62
60
63
60
65
73
57
56
49
15
46
33
37
56
67
75
58
54
73
55
31
59
65
49
48
68
57
36
58

£§Q§
26
18
28
29
7
10
6
13
16
4
5
18
11
11
10
0
18
23
18
5
27
10
5
21
17
11
30
18
15
14
12

~

I'ms

-=
51
50
53
62
62
55
53
66
62
65
72
38
56
39
61

n

52
67

n

57
80
73
71
54

n

57
65
57
45
38
58

222
295
233
305
279
347
288
306
346
332
227
129
181
179
346
362
146
270
308
270
259
238
249
333
258
250
273
319
238
236
334

~

146
140
135
134
132
129
127
125
125
122
149
144
139
134
134
133
131
130
130
125
145
137
135
134
133
132
131
123
145
140
135

QaIn~
F
F
F
F

F
F
F
F
F

F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F

F
F
F

M
M
M

....'"

Measure:

Subject

091
092
093
094
095
09';
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105

.§g
80
60
72

92
92
80
34
92
60
46
76
48
54
62
58
11=63.09
S. 0.=16.48

CSCS
65
54
66
65
78
48
22
64
H

33
66
48
68
49
57
~56 . 66

S.0 . =13.63

CSDS
10
25
8
:~

31
3
16
32
31
10
22
21
37
14
9
~18.18

S.0.=8 . 9

~

70
55
68
64
64
74
51
65
66
64
67
65
73
60
57
~9 . 84

S.0. =11.20

I'IBS

291
284
322
322
341
330
181
326
295
323
260
317
310
207
245
~267.33

S. 0 . =75 . 82

~

134
133
127
127
126
123
137
135
132
132
130
129
128
125
125
~1 32.58

S.0. =6.30

GmJEll
M
M
M
M

M
M

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
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